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1. Introduction and Background

Metropolitan Municipalities and Secondary Cities are important drivers of the national economy,
and at the same time they are the sites for the greatest concentrations of population and social
inequality [1]. They have a critical role to play in investment in infrastructure, and providing public
services that enable private investment in productive capacity and residential uses. This
infrastructure needs to be of adequate scale, appropriately located and effectively executed if it is
to contribute to improved national economic performance and poverty reduction.
Infrastructure
includes
investments
in
Economic Infrastructure (industry, retail,
office, mining, agriculture, ports, airports,
freight routes), Social Infrastructure (housing,
social services), and Core Infrastructure
(general movement systems, engineering
services), and Mixed Infrastructure (a
combination of Economic and Social).
1.1 Investment Needs and Challenges
“To grow faster and in a more inclusive
manner, the country needs a higher level of
capital spending.
South Africa's critical
infrastructure needs are the outcome of two
decades of under-investment that began in
the mid-1980s and lasted until about 2003.” [2]

A cross-cutting theme is fragmentation of and
dysfunctionalities
within
the
intergovernmental,
capital
budgeting,
and
implementation planning systems.

THE ROLES OF ECONOMIC, SOCIAL, AND CORE
INFRASTRUCTURE IN ESTABLISHING DECENT
STANDARDS OF LIVING

In addition, “South Africa now faces [new] risks in meeting future demand in energy, transport,
environmental, water and ICT networks.” [3] Public investment in key infrastructure needs to
increase significantly, up to about double of current investment patterns, to about ten percent of
GDP. [4]
Part of the infrastructure challenge is also to reverse under-investment in maintenance and
renewal. For older infrastructure, investments are needed to replace critical components, or to
replace entire systems where the infrastructure has aged beyond usefulness. For newer
infrastructure, maintenance is needed to avoid premature aging, and to maintain operating
efficiencies. Increasingly, a new balance is being sought between infrastructure creation and
infrastructure maintenance and renewal.

1
2
3
4

National Development Plan 2030 - Executive Summary
National Treasury, Budget 2012, Budget Review, p 92
National Treasury, Budget 2012, Budget Review, p 92
National Development Plan 2030 - Executive Summary
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1.2 Reforms to Improve the Effectiveness of Infrastructure Investment by Municipalities
Recent interventions aim to address the infrastructure investment needs and challenges, such as
the introduction of the Urban Network Strategy (UNS), the Cities Support Program (CSP), the
Neighbourhood Development Partnership Program (NDPP), the Built Environment Performance
Plan (BEPP) for Metro’s, the coordination of Built Environment grants under DORA for Metro’s, the
introduction of Capital Investment Frameworks into the Spatial Development Frameworks of
Municipalities, and at the level of critical detail, the promulgations of new timing regulations for
Environmental Impact Assessment’s (EIA’s), the incorporation of Water-use Licensing within EIA’s.
The reforms in the strategy, institutional, fiscal, and planning environments need to be
complemented by improvements in the management of the project cycle through intensified
attention, improvement, and support. Management of the project cycle is the practical tool to
translate the high-level changes into reality. The management of the Project Preparation in
particular tends to suffer from insufficient priority, systemisation, attention, and resourcing.
1.3 The Urban Network Strategy

THE URBAN NETWORK SYSTEM

The UNS approach seeks to promote sustainable,
productive, liveable and inclusive cities, through
interventions in the built environment. The UNS
identifies strategic Urban Elements within cities as
levers for effecting urban transformation, and
develops built environment programs and projects
for those Elements. Priority is given to projects
and programs that have the capability to catalyse
urban transformation.
Eight Metropolitan
Municipalities and ten other Municipalities have
adopted and applied the approach, and are the
participants in the Cities Project Preparation
Facility.
1.4 The Cities PPF
The Cities Project Preparation Facility (PPF) was conceptualised as a response to enhance
capacity for technical and financial Project Preparation by Municipalities, and as a tool to
mainstream Project Preparation thinking and technique.
The PPF was conceptualised as a complementary program of the Cities Support Program (CSP)
and the Neighbourhood Development Partnership Program (NDPP). The NDPP and CSP support
cities to formulate UNS’s, and to identify, prioritise, prepare, raise funds for, and implement the
resultant built environment programs and projects.
The PPF was established by National Treasury (NT) and is operated by the Development Bank of
South Africa (DBSA).

________________________
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1.5 The Purpose and Scope of this Document
The purpose of this document is to summarise what the PPF is responding to, what approach it will
follow, and what its main features and processes are (or will be). This document outlines:







The rationale for the PPF

Objectives and intended outcomes and outputs of the PPF
Support offered by the PPF

Eligibility and procedures to access PPF support.

Key internal and external relationships and institutional arrangements
The content and purpose of other key organisation documents.

This framework is a high-level summary document, aspects of which are developed into an
Operations Manual and Practice Notes, and an Annual Operations Plan.

________________________
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2. PPF Approach to Project Preparation
2.1 The Project Cycle
The Project Cycle for the Built Environment comprises five Project Phases. Each Phase of the
Cycle comprises Main Activities. The Phases and their Main Activities are identified as:

Pre-Project

Inception

Preparation

Implementation

Operations

NEED OR DEMAND

DEVELOPMENT APPROACH

STRATEGIES
PROGRAM DEFINITION

START

PROJECT IDENTIFICATION
PROJECT SELECTION
PROJECT PRIORITISATION

PROJECT CONCEPT
PRE-FEASIBILITY
FEASIBILITY

DETAIL DESIGN
TENDER & CONTRACT
CONSTRUCTION
HANDOVER

COMMISSIONING
OPERATIONS
MAINTENANCE & REPAIRS
DE-COMMISSIONING

END

The Pre-Project Phase comprises of: the articulation of Need or Demand; a decision on the
Development Approach to meet the Need or Demand; the design of Strategies to further the
Development Approach, and; the design of Programs to implement the Strategies.
The Inception Phase comprises activities encompasses Project Identification, Selection and
Prioritisation. This Phase is the terrain for strategic as well as political decision-making. Decisions
made in this Phase have much greater influence over project outcome than decisions in the later
Phases.

________________________
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Project Preparation is made up of the Project Concept, Pre-Feasibility and Feasibility Studies, i.e.
Activities that conceptualise, appraise, test the feasibility of, obtain statutory approvals for, and
raise in-principle funding commitments for capital infrastructure projects.
The Implementation Phase comprises Detail Design, Tender Documentation and Contract Award,
Construction, and Handover Activities. Each of these Main Activities has numerous Sub-Activities.
The Operations Phase involves the start-up of operations, on-going operation, management and
maintenance of the project such that it fulfils the objectives identified in the Inception Phase and
will include activities such as Equipage, Staffing and Operations, Repairs & Maintenance, Minor
Improvements (major improvements are treated as new projects) and De-commissioning (closing
the asset safely at the end of its useful life and-or demolition).
2.2 Main Activities of Project Preparation
Project Preparation comprises Project Concept, Pre-Feasibility Study, and Feasibility Study.
a

Project Concept

This activity describes the project at a high level with enough information to test its viability in
terms of demand for it, broad costs, risks and the main resources, activities and outcomes
involved. The Project Concept covers:








b

Demand (or need for this project, in the context of backlogs or market surveys)
Opportunity (presented by the site and its location to meet demand)
Project Risks (technical, social and financial risks)
The location, basic nature and physical extents of the project
The key development principles
The nature and scale of the key structuring elements
The project yield in terms of types and quantities of land uses, plus the demand created by
the project for pubic facilities
Pre-Feasibility Study

This activity seeks to assess the initial feasibility of the project and to identify and assess more
closely the risks and opportunities associated with the project, and to formulate clear
proposals. This Activity occurs across four themes – Technical, Social, Financial, and
Institutional.
A Pre-Feasibility Study is useful for large projects or mega-projects. For regular projects, the
Pre-Feasibility Study is often omitted, and projects proceed straight to Feasibility Study.
The Pre-Feasibility Study develops the Project Concept.

The Technical Pre-Feasibility Study typically includes site suitability (land legal, bulk
services, geotechnical, topography, environmental), focused on the key technical risks. The
Technical Pre-Feasibility Study relies on collection of available documentation, desktop
studies, plus site visits and selective interviews of technical stakeholders.

________________________
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What the precise elements are of the Technical Pre-Feasibility Study depends on whether the
project deals with Land Production [5] only, Buildings [6] only, or a combination.




For projects involving Land Production, the Technical Pre-Feasibility Study includes
Appraisals of land legal, bulk services, geotechnical, topography, and environmental
issues, as inputs to analysis, diagrams and schedules of site developability. These in turn
are coupled with externalized assumptions on development controls and typologies, and
translated into Estimated Yields of commercial, residential, open space, movement, and
public space uses. The statutory approvals that are required are identified (typically EIA’s
and town planning approvals). Other projects on which the considered project will depend
are identified or confirmed (upstream projects such as bulk or connector infrastructure, and
in some cases sewer or water works and licenses, and bridges and freeway interchanges,
and downstream projects such as demand for public facilities created by the project).

For projects involving Buildings, the Technical Pre-Feasibility Study includes Appraisals
as for Land Production, plus appraisal of on-site services, and existing structures. The site
developability study is coupled with existing or proposed development controls and with
proposed building typologies to finalise Schedules of Accommodation and to produce a
Massing Model and Sketch Design. The required statutory approvals are identified
(typically building plan approvals, special consents and-or rezonings) for actioning in the
Feasibility Study.

The Social Pre-Feasibility Study includes identification and assessment of stakeholder
dynamics, preliminary contact with stakeholders, and identification of likely elements of a
Social Compact and-or Communications & Social Marketing Strategy.
The Financial & Marketing Pre-Feasibility Study includes Preliminary Capital & Operational
Cost Estimates, a Commercial Market Appraisal, a preliminary identification of all the sources
for capital and operations funding and their funding requirements.
The Institutional Pre-Feasibility Study includes preliminary identification of who the roleplayers will be in the Project Preparation, Project Implementation, and Operations Phases,
what their roles are and how they will interact with each other.

The Pre-Feasibility Study ends with an evaluation by the project team of the key risks (and
their mitigation), of the key opportunities (and optimisation strategies) on the technical, social,
financial and institutional viability, plus a Terms of Reference (ToR) and Budget for the
Feasibility Study.
Costs for Pre-Feasibility Studies are in the range of 0.10% to 0.25% of total construction value
of the project.
c

Feasibility Study

This Activity determines if the project is feasible and supported, what the design is and how
much it will it cost to implement and operate, and what socio-economic and financial returns
will be made.
5 Land production result in cadastrally defined, serviced properties with development rights for commercial, social, public, open space or mixed uses.
6 Buildings are the further development of ‘produced’ land by the addition of buildings and on-site engineering services.
________________________
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The aim of the Feasibility Study is to build on the Pre-Feasibility Study by comprehensively
confirming and demonstrate the technical, social, financial, and institutional feasibility of the
project, and on the basis of that, to obtain written in-principle (or final) agreements from the
necessary role-players.
The Technical Feasibility Study develops the Technical Pre-Feasibility Study (if one was
done) or it develops the Project Concept (if there was no Pre-feasibility Study). What the
precise elements are of the Technical Feasibility Study depends on if the project deals with
Land Production [7], Buildings [8], or a combination, and whether a Pre-Feasibility was done.






For projects involving Land Production, and assuming there was a Pre-Feasibility, the
Technical Feasibility Study includes Detailed Site Surveys (environmental, topographic,
cadastral and existing development), Preliminary Town Planning and Engineering Layouts,
compilation and submission of EIA’s and Town Planning Applications, Cost Estimates,
Project Program (including a Project Phasing Plan where necessary). Applications are
made for statutory approvals (typically EIA’s and Town Planning approvals, and NHBRC
registration for residential projects). Id a

For projects involving Buildings, and assuming there was a Pre-Feasibility, the Technical
Feasibility Study includes a full survey of on-site services, and Measured Drawing of
existing structures, Concept Drawings (a.k.a. Submission Drawings), preliminary
Elemental Cost Estimates, Construction Program. Applications are made for statutory
approvals (typically Building Plan Approval, and in some cases Special Consent
Applications or Rezoning Applications) for actioning in the Feasibility Study.
The Technical Feasibility also requires a Status Report on Predecessors such as the
bulk or connector infrastructure required to enable the project, and in some cases the
sewer or water works and licenses, and bridges and freeway interchanges that are
required. Also required is a Status Report on Dependants such as the demand for public
facilities that the project will create.

The Social Feasibility Study surveys stakeholder circumstances and perceptions,
communicates the technical, financial, and institutional concepts to stakeholders, and
negotiates and agrees a Social Compact (where required) and-or proposes a Communications
& Social Marketing Strategy.
The Financial & Marketing Feasibility Study includes Market Surveys, Demand & Take-Up
Estimates and Supply Projections, Market Price Survey, Capital & Operational Cost Estimates
based on Cost Estimates / Elemental Cost Estimates and Project Program / Construction
Program, Costs of Finances, Financing Sources, Risk and Profit-Sharing Agreements, and
Funding Applications / Financing Proposals (including proposals on grant finances, loans,
guarantees, tax and rates incentives), ROI Calculation, and a Commercial Marketing Plan.
Level of confidence in estimates is intended to be 75% to 80%.

The Institutional Feasibility Study comprises proposals on the Project Structure, including
Organisational Form and legal standing, Organisation Establishment, Organogram and Internal
Reporting, External Reporting, and Operating Costs. The scope of the Institutional Feasibility
Study extends to Public-Public and PPP’s.
Costs for Feasibility Studies are in the range of 2.5% to 3.0% of total construction value of the
project.
7 Land production result in cadastrally defined, serviced properties with development rights for commercial, social, public, open space or mixed uses.
8 Buildings are the further development of ‘produced’ land by the addition of buildings and on-site engineering services.
________________________
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2.3 Risk of Failure to Manage Projects
Managing an individual project, or a pipeline of them, requires that there is clear and common
understanding of the typical project phases, which phase each project is in, and the making of
strategic and resourcing decisions to advance the projects.
The risks of not managing a pipeline are summarised below:

Poor Budget Control

Over-Expenditure
Mismanagement
Delays

Poor Time Control

Poor Quality Control

Missed Targets
Need for Remedial Works

POLICY & STRATEGY
FAILURES

REPUTATIONAL DAMAGE
NEGATIVE SOCIAL,
POLITICAL AND FUNDING
CONSEQUENCES

Avoidable Expenditure

2.4 Criticality of Project Preparation

Preparation is a critical Phase in the project cycle, because this Phase has very significant impact
on how a project will come out, the consequences of error in Project Preparation can have massive
impacts in the cost, quality, or duration of a project, it is at extremely low cost (approx 3% to end of
Feasibility), compared to the total project value. Project Preparation is a long Phase, two, three or
more times longer than Implementation, but properly done, can lead to optimal project quality, cost
savings and prompt construction. Because of its nature, Preparation therefore should be managed
and resourced differently from Implementation.
Influence over Outcome
Absolute

Prepare

________________________
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Cost
Full Cost

Negligible

Low Cost

Implement

Prepare

Influence

Cost

3%

Implement

Prepare

Implement
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Criticality of Project Preparation as a System

Consistently repeated errors in Project Preparation may have systemic consequences also,
such as:








Inadequate Municipal project delivery, reflected in public perception, and in underperformance against performance indicators and Municipal scorecards
Wasteful expenditure and inadequate project quality

Negative impacts or missed opportunities re economic growth, revenue generation and
service delivery
Difficulties in achieving full budget spend

Diminished credibility of the project owner.

The risk of systemic consequences could be managed not only through the Preparation of
many individual projects, but also by the establishment of Project Preparation systems at
organisational or departmental levels. The PPF also seeks to address this.
b

Criticality of Project Preparation at Project-level

Preparation is a critical Phase in the project cycle, because this Phase has very significant
impact on how a project will come out, the consequences of error in Project Preparation can
have massive impacts in the cost, quality, or duration of a project, it is at extremely low cost
(approx 3% to end of Feasibility), compared to the total project value. Project Preparation is a
long Phase, two, three or more times longer than Implementation, but properly done, can lead
to optimal project quality, cost savings and prompt construction. Preparation should be
managed and resourced differently from Implementation.
Because of its criticality in the project cycle, and because it must be managed differently from
the other project Phases, Project Preparation is the specific target for the PPF’s efforts.
The mechanics of preparing projects are:







Formulating the most appropriate solutions for a given location
Fully describing the scope and work-streams of a project
Ring-fencing Project Preparation resources

Allocating sufficient resources – money, time, and skills – to Project Preparation
Streamlining the procurement of Professional Service Providers (PSP’s)
Obtaining statutory approvals and in-principle funding commitments.

________________________
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2.5 Criticality of Management of the Project Preparation Phase
Conscious and targeted management is necessary to usher projects from the Project Inception
Phase through the Preparation Phase and into the Implementation Phase. At the end of each
Preparation Activity there should be a filter, or gate, through which a project must pass, or else be
terminated, unless some special action is warranted and possible.
MANAGEMENT OF THE PROJECT PREPARATION PHASE [9]

1

Project viable ?

Project Concept

This activity describes the
project at a high level with
enough information to test
its viability in terms of
demand for it, broad costs,
risks
and
the
main
resources, activities and
outcomes involved.

INCEPTION
(Project Identifcation,
Selection & Prioritisation)

2

NO

YES

Or Take
SpecialAction

Project viable ?

Pre-Feasibility

This activity seeks to
assess the initial
Feasibility of the project
and to determine the risks
associated with the
project. As a result, the
risks and opportunities are
assessed and proposals
formulated in response to
them.

NO
NO

YES

The aim is to
comprehensively
demonstrate the technical,
social, financial, and
institutional Feasibility of
the project, and to obtain
written agreements.

PROCEED TO
IMPLEMENTATION
(Detail Design)
YES

Project viable ?

NO
Or Take Special
Action

9 Adapted from “Project Cycle” by Project Preparation Trust, accessed from www.ppt.org.za on 15-Feb-2015
________________________
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This activity determines if
the project is feasible and
supported, what the design
is & how much it will it cost
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and what socio-economic
and financial returns will be
made.

This activity occurs across
four themes – Technical,
Social, Financial, and
Institutional.
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2.6 Centrality of Cities in Urban Infrastructure Investment Projects
Cities are the focus of the PPF because:




The National Development Plan (NDP) identifies cities, particularly Metro’s and other
economically strategic cities, as the main drivers of the national economy, and at the same
time as the sites for the greatest concentrations of population and social inequality.
Cities are central in asset production and operations. They own and operate extensive
holdings of public assets within their demarcation by way of being assigned competency and
authority over those assets; through their role as developer for the housing subsidy scheme
they are principal creators of privately-owned and publicly-owned housing stock, and; they are
key actors in facilitating or constraining the investments of others, particularly the private
sector.

________________________
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3. Project Preparation Support from the Cities PPF
3.1 Objectives
The main objective of the PPF is to provide assistance to eligible Municipalities to develop a
pipeline of well-designed catalytic urban investment projects through accelerating and improving
their processes of Project Preparation.
The assistance is provided as technical assistance and-or financial assistance to eligible
Municipalities to formulate, appraise, conceptualise, test the feasibility of, obtain statutory
approvals for, and raise in-principle funding commitments for capital infrastructure projects that
support the Municipalities’ Urban Network Strategies, in the case of Metro’s and non-Metro’s, and
as articulated in the BEPP’s of Metro’s.
In pursuit of these objectives, the PPF accepts the risk that some of the completed Pre-Feasibility
and Feasibility studies may find that some projects are not feasible.
Additional objectives of the PPF are:




To establish and spread good Project Preparation practice in Municipalities, though repeated
connections of highly competent professional service providers to the projects, and the
effective supervision of the service providers,
The institutionalisation of good Project Preparation practices in Municipalities through the
establishment, capitalisation and operation of Municipal PPF’s by Municipalities. This is a key
long-term objective.

3.2 High-Level Results Framework
The PPF is part of a Family of National Treasury Programs. Consequently, the intended outcomes
and impacts of the PPF should synergise with those of other Programs in the Family. They are:






The Urban Network Strategy (UNS), which aims at improvement of significant urban spatial
elements

The City Support Program (CSP), which aims at urban transformation through targeted
interventions in UNS (and for Metro’s, Integration Zones), facilitation of budget reforms, and
improved IGR
The Neighbourhood Development Partnership Program (NDPP), which aims at urban
regeneration and stimulation of significant economic development in major township hubs.

Catalytic Projects, which aim at cultivation and implementation of high-impact projects in
strategic locations aimed at urban transformation.which aims at accelerated and inclusive
economic growth, by means of a strategic public management framework for the alignment of
public resources into strategic urban locationThe annual Division of Revenue Act (DORA),
which aims at integration and alignment spatially and timing-wise of capital grants to Metro’s to
achieve BEPP objectives.
The Results Framework described below is a high-level Outline. The MTERF and Annual baseline
and targets against these indicators, as well as sub-indicators, and sources of data will be
developed each year during the course of compiling the PPF’s Annual Plans. For the Metro’s the
Results Framework will draw on KPI’s developed for the BEPP, as far as possible.


________________________
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ACTIVITIES

OUTPUTS

IMPACT

OUTCOMES

What resources
will
be available ?

How will
the resources
be applied ?

What products
or services
will be
delivered ?

How will
beneficiary
behaviour
change ?

What
improvement in
society will
there be ?

Indicator

Indicator

Indicator

Indicator

Indicator

Adapted from “Getting the logic of our interventions right - A refresher based on ILO guidelines”, Laetitia Weibel-Roberts, Regional M&E Advisor, ILO- ROAS,
Accessed 2015-03-21

Inputs - what resources will be available

a

b



Grant funds



Panel of PSP’s

Indicator: Quantum of funds available over time
Indicator: Each built environment discipline is represented by two or more PSP’s per participating city
Indicator: Procurement of PSP’s takes less than 30 calendar days

Activities - how the resources will be applied
Preparation of projects in strategic locations

Indicator: No. of projects awarded support for preparation of Project Concepts, Pre-Feasibility Studies and Feasibility Studies

c

d

Outputs - what products or services will be delivered


Completed Project Concepts



Completed technical, social, financial & institutional Pre-Feasibility Studies



Completed technical, social, financial & institutional Feasibility Studies



Prepared projects secure approvals & financing for implementation

Indicator: No. & estimated construction value of Project Concepts prepared to acceptable standards

Indicator: No. & estimated construction value of Pre-Feasibility Studies prepared to acceptable standards
Indicator: No. & estimated construction value of Feasibility Studies prepared to acceptable standards
Indicator: No. and construction value of prepared projects that secure town planning, environmental, and building plan
approvals
Indicator: No. and value of capital sourced from Municipality’s own funds, funding awarded by other spheres of
government, and financing commitments from the private sector

Outcomes - how beneficiary behaviour will change


Municipalities create a pipeline of ready-to-implement and appropriate projects in
strategic locations
Indicator: Per Municipality, No. & estimated construction value of projects prepared to acceptable standards

________________________
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Indicator: Per Municipality, No. and construction value of prepared projects that secure town planning, environmental,
and building plan approvals
Indicator: Per Municipality, No. and value of capital sourced from Municipality’s own funds, funding awarded by other
spheres of government, and financing commitments from the private sector

e



Municipalities budget for Project Preparation



Municipalities establish their own dedicated systems for Project Preparation

Indicator: No. and value of Project Preparation funds included as distinct budget items in municipal budgets
Indicator: No. and Project Preparation capacity of Project Preparation systems established by Municipalities at
corporate and departmental levels

Impacts - what the improvements in society will be.

Cities become more economically competitive, more prosperous, more compact, better
connected internally, better able to offer public services to citizens, more inclusive, and
more liveable.

The Medium-term and Annual baselines and targets for these indicators will be developed annually
and appear in the Annual Plan. Because the Project Cycle tends to be multi-year, many indicators
will not be annualised, but will appear as medium-term or long-term ones.
The PPF will have significant influence and control over the Inputs, Activities and Outputs, and will
measure itself against and be accountable for them. For the Outcomes and Impacts, achievement
is highly dependent on performance by other parties, and consequently the PPF will only be in a
position to monitor achievement but not be accountable for it.

________________________
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4. Eligibility for PPF Support
4.1 Participating Municipalities
Eight Metropolitan Municipality and ten
Secondary Cities were selected by
National Treasury to participate in the
PPF. They are:

Metropolitan Municipality
Buffalo City
City of Cape Town
City of Joburg
City of Tshwane
Ekurhuleni
eThekwini
Mangaung
Nelson Mandela Bay

Local Municipality
Emalahleni
Emfuleni
Matlosana
Mbombela
Mogale City
Msunduzi
Newcastle
Polokwane
Rustenburg
Sol Plaatjie

The selection of the eight Metro’s and the ten Secondary Cities was a result of an identification and
prioritisation by National Treasury of all the urban centres that are the main drivers of the national
economy, while at the same time being the sites for the greatest concentrations of population and
social inequality. The identification process examined current and past trends in contribution to
National Population, National Gross Value Added, and Poverty Indicators (such as No. of Lowincome Households, and Unemployment Figures), as well as Qualitative Spatial Indicators (such
as a city’s role in its province).
4.2 Project Eligibility Criteria

Any project to be supported by the PPF must be:









An infrastructure project, as defined below

Reflected in the BEPP in the case of Metro’s, or be an Urban Element of a UNS in the case of
Non-Metro’s
Catalytic, as defined below

In a Strategic Location, as defined below
Promote economic growth
Promote social inclusion

Be within Municipal competencies

________________________
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Be in or be entering the Preparation Phase, and must require a selection of the Eligible Project
Preparation Activities, as defined below.
If a Project satisfies the criteria, it can be considered for support. The form and extent of support
will respond to:






The Project Scope

The Scale of the Project

Available Resources in the PPF

4.3 Definitions of Terms used in Project Eligibility Criteria
a

Infrastructure

There is not a legislated definition of infrastructure. In practice, infrastructure includes the
production of all physical assets (land, engineering services and facilities) that serve as the
platform for economic, social, and residential activities. The NDP refers to infrastructure in this
sense, as does the Division of Revenue Act (DORA) 2014-15’s numerous references to
infrastructure in text and tables.
Infrastructure includes Core Infrastructure, Economic Infrastructure, Social Infrastructure, and
Mixed Use Infrastructure.” [10]








b

Core Infrastructure includes construction or expansion of: Sewer or Water Treatment
Works. Sewer or Water Trunk Mains, Water Reservoirs, Pump Stations, Electrical
Substations, Alternative Energy Installations, Freeway Interchanges, Road Bridges,
Arterial and Collector Roads, Public Transport Routes and Facilities and interchanges, ICT
infrastructure aimed at social or economic uses.

Economic Infrastructure includes investment in Land Production, Public Spaces, and
Buildings for Industry, Retail, Office, Mining, Ports, Airports, Freight Systems, and
Agriculture developments.
Social Infrastructure includes investment in Land Production, Public Spaces, and
Buildings for: Residential uses, and the provision of Social and Emergency Services.

Mixed Use Infrastructure includes projects aimed at accommodating a mix of Economic
and Social uses, either vertically or horizontally, in either brownfields projects or in
greenfields locations.
Eligible Project Preparation Activities

The Project Preparation activities that the PPF supports are consultancy services associated
with:


Land transactions, including: valuations; land-legal assessments; land negotiations;
acquisition or disposal of land by way of sale, registerable lease or expropriation;
conclusion of land availability agreements, concessions, and agreements on development
rights, and; removal of restrictive conditions of title and deregistration of servitudes.

10 Guidance Note for the Built Environment Performance Plan 2015/16 – 2017/18 , Oct 2014, National Treasury
________________________
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Site studies, including: geotechnical appraisals and surveys; topographic appraisals and
survey and slope analyses; environmental and heritage surveys; modelling of flood-lines;
modelling of shadow-lines, and; condition and capacity appraisals / assessments of on-site
services and of off-site bulks and connector engineering infrastructure
Town planning approvals and site / project area planning studies, including: block
layouts; yield estimates; preliminary cadastral or sectional layouts; massing studies;
development controls proposals; special consent applications; rezoning applications, and;
township establishment applications.

Economic studies including: economic surveys; cost-benefit analyses, and; due diligence
reports.
Social studies, including: social surveys, and; establishment and operation of consultative
processes.

Building studies, including: project briefs; schedules of accommodation; layout of site
works; design of public spaces; sketch designs; measured drawing; submission drawings;
building cost estimates and preliminary bills of quantities; structural assessments;
preliminary design of foundations and superstructure; design of building services, and;
green building proposals.

Engineering infrastructure studies, including: sewer, water, electrical, alternative energy
and ICT layouts; roads, interchanges, bridges and culverts designs; design of site
platforms and embankments; design of sewer and water treatment works, pump-stations,
and water storage facilities; design of electrical substations; design of alternative energy
installations, and; environmental applications, water use licences, water discharge licences
associated with the engineering infrastructure.
Traffic studies, including: traffic impact appraisals and assessments of motorised and
non-motorised movement, and; public transport facilities.

Project financing and institutional arrangements studies, including: institutional
modelling; institutional and organogram planning; applications for grant funding, loan
funding or equity support; investment brokering; transaction advice on concessions and
PPP’s, and; conclusion of legal agreements.

Project management of the preparation phase, including: establishing the work
breakdown structure; expression of cost, quality, scope, time, communications, and risk
plans; briefing of project team members and assessment of their deliverables; compilation
of project documents, including technical Pre-Feasibility / Feasibility Studies, cost and
operating cost estimates, financing plan, and institutional plan; reporting to Municipality
and DBSA, and; support to Municipality in interaction with prospective project funders.
Additional items deemed appropriate by the PPF. In the course of its operations, the PPF
will identify these, and revise its Operations Manual accordingly.

The PPF will not award support to Ineligible Project Preparation Activities, namely:






Pre-project Activities, such as the IDP’s, Sector Plans, Development Strategies, high-level
Spatial Strategies (e.g. UNS’s or BEPP’s), and Local Area Plans, all of which give rise to
Proposed Land Uses but which tend to stop short of Project Identification.
Detail design or Construction

Post-construction, including Handover, Close-out, Operations, and Maintenance.

Payments of land purchase prices, expropriation values, rentals, transfer costs, and bond
registration costs.

________________________
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Open-ended processes for which no firm and credible budgets can be set.

Compensation costs, legal proceedings and court actions, arbitrations, or conciliations.

Using funding from another source for the same project purpose without disclosing this upfront (‘double-dipping’ as opposed to co-financing).

Any additional activity deemed by the PPF to be ineligible. In the course of its operations,
the PPF will identify these, and revise its Operations Manual accordingly.

If PPF funds are used for Ineligible Project Preparation Activities, the PPF will seek to recover
its funds.
c

Catalytic Projects

“Catalytic urban development projects are initiatives that:








“Are strategically located in cities; and are game changers in that the nature and scope of
the projects are likely to have significant impact on spatial form.
“Require major infrastructure investment;

“Require a blend of finance where a mix of public funds is able to leverage private sector
investment as well as unlock household investment;
“Require specific skills across a number of professions and have multiple stakeholders“.

[For residential projects, can be] ”integrated, that is mixed and intensified land uses where
the residential land use caters for people across various income bands and at increased
densities that better support the viability of public transport systems” [11].



Have a sub-Metropolitan impact (for Metro’s) or city-wide impact (for Non-Metro’s).

d

Strategic Locations



For Metro’s, locations within the council-adopted Integration Zones are Strategic



For Metro’s and Non-Metro’s, Urban Elements in the council-adopted Urban Network
System are Strategic.

11 Guidance Note for the Built Environment Performance Plan 2015/16 – 2017/18 , Oct 2014, National Treasury
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5. The PPF Support package

5.1 Windows of Support: Overview

There is a choice of how support for Project Preparation is availed. The choices are:



Directly Funded Technical Assistance
Non-recoverable Preparation Funding

The PPF will publish Practice Notes to give detail on the application process, compilation of ToR's,
selection of PSP’s, project reporting, payments / release of funding, close-outs, and process
reviews.

5.2 Directly Funded Technical Assistance – PSP’s procured and paid for by PPF
In this Window, the PPF appoints and pays for members drawn from its Panel of PSP’s to assist
Municipalities to prepare projects. The Panel comprises several of the major multi-disciplinary built
environment, as well as smaller localised consultancies,

The Project Preparation is structured around Main Activities. The workflow follows a logical
sequence of Activities. At the end of each Activity, a decision can be made to proceed to the next
Activity, revise or augment the previous Activity, or abort the project.
The Municipality and PPF work as co-clients on briefing, work content and quality control. On cost
control, Municipality and PPF both sign off on project claims, which are then settled by the PPF.

A Funding Contract is signed between the Municipality and the PPF to describe roles and
responsibilities, and the mechanisms for procurement, project management control, and funding
flows.

________________________
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WORK-FLOW OF THE MAIN PROJECT PREPARATION ACTIVITIES

________________________
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5.3 Non-recoverable Preparation Funding – Municipality makes the Procurements
The purpose of this Window is to avail non-recoverable funding to Municipalities so that the
Municipalities may themselves procure and pay PSP’s for the preparation of eligible projects.
The workflow is much the same as for the Directly Funded Technical Assistance, though many of
the responsibilities for and authority over the Main Project Preparation Activities vest with the
Municipality. There are also additional steps of:




Requests by Municipality for Funding Advances
Release of Funding Advances
Quarterly Spend Reports and Quarterly Progress Reports

5.4 Allocation of Work-flow Project Authority & Responsibilities
MAIN PROJECT PREPARATION ACTIVITY
Submit Application
Approve Application
Release Funding Advance to Municipality
Compile ToR
Appoint PSP’s
Obtain & Review Project Concept Report
Approve Project Concept Report
Pay PSP’s
Update ToR
Release Funding Advance to Municipality
Manage, Obtain & Review Pre-Feasibility Report
Approve Pre-Feasibility Report
Pay PSP’s
Update ToR
Release Funding Advance to Municipality
Manage, Obtain & Review Feasibility Report
Approve Feasibility Report
Pay PSP’s
Compile Close-Out Report

“PPF +” denotes PPF with inputs from the Municipality

AUTHORITY &RESPONSIBILITY

Directly Funded
Technical
Assistance
Municipality
PPF
Not applicable
PPF +
PPF
PPF & Municipality
PPF & Municipality
PPF
PPF +
Not applicable
PPF +
PPF & Municipality
PPF
PPF +
Not applicable
PPF +
PPF +
PPF
PPF

Non-recoverable
Preparation
Funding
Municipality
PPF
PPF
Municipality
Municipality
Municipality
Municipality
Municipality
Municipality
PPF
Municipality
Municipality
Municipality
Municipality
PPF
Municipality
Municipality
Municipality
Municipality

5.5 Possibility of Additional Windows
Preliminary feedback from Municipalities indicates that they may wish to: expedite procurements
for Project Preparation; outsource some Project Preparation activities to supplement their own
capacity, and; continue into detail design and tender documentation with the same project teams.
In response to this, the PPF is considering additional Windows where the Municipality:
________________________
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Procures and pays the DBSA to handle Project Preparation, by way of paying against invoice
by the PPF, or by way of the PPF administering funds that the Municipality deposits in trust.

Procures members of the Panel via the DBSA to handle Project Preparation and-or Detail
Design, and the Municipality pays for the services
Window of Support

S111 (2)(a) Technical assistance –
PPF procured by Municipality

Preparation
PSP’s
Funding

Detail Design
PSP’s
Funding

S111 (2(c) Technical assistance – PSP’s
procured via PPF and paid for by Municipality
In the additional Windows, the PPF would avail its Panel of PSP’s. The Municipality could procure
the PPF to appoint and manage a PSP team. Alternatively, the Municipality could procure the
PSP’s, and the Municipality would then manage and pays the PSP’s directly.
Legislatively this is provided for under Section 111(2) of the Municipal Finance Management Act
(MFMA), which states that the general provisions of SCM of a Municipality “do not apply if a
Municipality or Municipal entity contracts with another organ of state for: (a) the provision of goods
or services to the Municipality or Municipal entity”, or “(c) the procurement of goods and services
under a contract secured by that other organ of state, provided that the relevant supplier has
agreed to such.” [12]
The DBSA is listed in Schedule 2 of the Provincial Finance Management Act as a Major Public
Entity, and is therefore an eligible party for the abovementioned procurement options.
Additional provisions that apply to Municipal procurement of another organ of state appear under
Section 32 of the Regulations of the MFMA.
During 2015-16, the PPF will decide on the additional Windows.
5.6 Windows of Support – Progress in 2014-15
During 2014-15, the PPF activated the Window of Funded Direct Technical Assistance. A first
round of Candidate Projects were identified and PSP’s were appointed.
5.7 Quantum of Financial Support

The quantum of financial support for an eligible Project is informed by:




Its Project Phase
Its Scope

Upper Limits as set by the PPF from time to time

12 Local Government: Municipal Finance Management Act, No 56, 2003
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Funding Quantum Guidelines

In the Project Cycle, there are some approximate ranges of costs for consulting services
relative to project construction costs. These inform the Funding Quantum Guidelines which
the PPF will avail. The ranges of costs used here are:
Fees by Activity

Project Concept
Pre-Feasibility
Feasibility
Detail Design & Tender
Construction Supervision
Handover & Closeout

Percentage (excl VAT)

Fixed Sum
0.1% to 0.5%
2 to 3%
6 to 8%
3 to 4%
0.5 to 2%

Cumulative (excl VAT)

Fixed Sum (FS)
0.1 to 0.5% + FS
2.1 to 3.5% + FS
8.1 to 10% + FS
11.1 to 14% + FS
11.6 to 16% + FS

The figures above are Guidelines only, because:












Not all consulting fees are based on project construction costs (e.g. land, geotechnical,
and environmental surveys might be charged on hectareage or be fixed sums)
Variations in project complexity and scope may take fees outside of the generic
proportions.

Differences in the processes and composition of PSP teams for Land Production Projects,
Social Infrastructure, Economic Infrastructure Projects, and Core Infrastructure projects
Fee reduction impact of prototypes / repeat designs within a project
Absence of definitive guidelines

Assumption of the same PSP team proceeding from Concept to Handover.
Land Assembly processes are not included

The Construction Value is usually known only late in the Feasibility Study.

The Funding Quantum Guidelines, when applied to a specific project, will also take into
account gazetted rates, prescribed limits of end-funders (e.g. as is the case with several
Housing Subsidy instruments), and common practices that are specific to the type of project
being considered.
b

Additional Uses of Funding Quantum Guidelines

There are additional uses of the Funding Quantum Guidelines. The PPF will use them to:





Model the possible demand on available funds

Review the results of Applications received in a Funding Round

Update its Annual Operations Plan and periodic Reviews of the Preparation Pipeline
Raise additional funds for the PPF.

________________________
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5.8 Prioritisation Criteria
Criteria for comparative prioritisation of projects are necessary, especially if PPF funds were
insufficient to meet demand. The principles are:










Prioritisation of projects that will have the greatest results, as described in the Results
Framework
Prioritisation of projects that will achieve the results most cost-efficiently

Prioritisation of projects about to enter Feasibility Study over projects about to enter PreFeasibility Study or Project Concept

Prioritisation of projects about to enter Pre-Feasibility Study over projects about to enter
Project Concept
Reasonable distribution of PPF commitments between applying Municipalities
Stretching available funds by requesting co-funding from Municipalities

________________________
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6. Institutional Arrangements
6.1 Institutional Origin
The PPF is the latest addition to a Family of Programs initiated by National Treasury. All of the
programs share the theme of city-building via spatial and financial targeting. The PPF relates
closely to the CSP and NDPP.
6.2 Mandate
The National Treasury mandates the DBSA to act as the implementing agent to plan, manage and
implement the PPF.

6.3 Accountability
a

Overall Accountability

As a facility managed by the DBSA on behalf of the National Treasury, the DBSA is
accountable to the Director-General of the National Treasury. A Service-Level Agreement is in
place between National Treasury and the DBSA.
b

Key Stakeholders / Customers / Project-level Accountability

The Municipalities who participate in the PPF are Key Stakeholders / Customers, and the
DBSA will account to them as Customers on a project-level.
c

Operational Accountability

Operational accountability is within the DBSA. For its operations, the PPF is headed by a
Program Manager in the DBSA, who acts with authority delegated by the DBSA. The Program
Manager is supported by staff from the DBSA. The PPF is located in the DBSA’s South
African Financing Division.
d

No Obligation on Municipalities to use DBSA as Project Funding Sources

As the DBSA is a potential financier of projects or municipalities, it is explicitly stated that:






Financial and Marketing Feasibility Studies’ recommendations regarding financing
proposals are independent of the DBSA’s potential interests in Project Finance

The support by the PPF to a Municipality does not create any exclusive relationship
between the DBSA and the project or the Municipality
Municipalities are at liberty to use the Feasibility Studies to approach and interact with
Project Funders of their choice.

________________________
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6.4 PPF Composition
The PPF comprises:






An Operations Steering Committee of five to ten people, drawn from NT and DBSA, and
chaired by a NT representative.

A Management Structure of four to ten professionals, with experience in built environment
infrastructure project management, and general management. The management Structure is
the face of the PPF, and interacts with Municipalities, funders and PSP’s. Where the
Management Structure needs to supplement its capacity on Financial, Legal, Procurement,
Outreach, or other matters, it sources advice from within the DBSA, and-or from NT
(particularly the CSP and NDPP), and-or from its Panel of Service Providers, and-or from other
consultants.
An extensive multi-disciplinary Panel of Professional Service Providers from built environment,
transportation, economics and related sectors, established in terms of a Framework Contract
of three years duration. The panel comprises most of the major multi-disciplinary built
environment consultancies in the major cities of South Africa, as well as smaller localised
consultancies.

6.5 Roles and Responsibilities
Overall Roles

Parties Responsible

Sponsor

National Treasury

Mandate Owner

DBSA: General Executive SA Financing

Programme Owner

GM: Infrastructure Finance & Capacity Support (M2/M3)

Coordination & Advisory Role

Operations Steering Committee

Customers / Co-Clients

Programme coordination
Project Preparation
Project Review

6.6 Application and Approvals

Municipalities

PPF

Panel of Professional Service Providers
Peer Review Panel

New applications will lead to new support commitments. Reviews of the preparation pipeline will
lead to adjustments of existing support commitments. The Management Structure will periodically
report to the Operations Steering Committee on new applications and the review of the project
pipeline.

________________________
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New Applications

The PPF will issue a periodic invitation to Eligible Municipalities for new candidate projects.
The Management Structure will receive applications, and prepare reports for consideration by
the Operations Steering Committee, who will then consider and decide which new candidate
projects to support.
b

Review of Preparation Pipeline

Periodically the Management Structure will prepare reports that describe, analyse and review
the progress made on projects that support has been availed to. Reports will:






Summarise and review completed Project Concepts, Pre-Feasibility Studies, and
Feasibility Studies

Make recommendations on availing or ending Project Preparation Support, and on
extending Project Preparation Support from Project Concept into Pre-Feasibility or
Feasibility Studies
Identify and analyse significant preparation problems, i.e. where unusual or noteworthy
project-level problems have been identified. Recommendations will be made on whether
to let matters run their course, or troubleshoot, or terminate support.

________________________
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7. Other Key Organisation Documents
This Policy Framework is the genesis of several other Key Organisation Documents, namely:




An Operations Manual and Practice Notes
An Annual Plan
A Guidance Note

7.1 Operations Manual and Practice Notes

The PPF management will compile an Operations Manual and Practice Notes and present them for
adoption during the 2015-16 year. The Manual will be limited to those processes that the PPF has
experienced up to that point. The Manual will be updated incrementally with Practice Notes that
describe new practices or procedures as they are developed. The Manual will collate and keep up
to date all the standard internal and external templates that are in regular use.
Practice Notes that deal with processes involving Municipalities and-or PSP’s (e.g. application
procedures, project co-management, and technical evaluation procedures) will be shared with the
involved parties.
7.2 Annual Plan
The PPF management will compile an Annual Plan. It will include an Operations Budget and a
Fund Budget showing PPF projected receipts, commitments, and payments. There will be an
accompanying presentation. The Plan will be presented to the Operations Steering Committee for
adoption before the start of every new financial year. There is an adopted Operations Plan for
2014-15. The Plan will be reviewed once this Policy Framework has been adopted
7.3 Guidance Note

This Policy Framework also serves as the Guidance Note to Municipalities. It will be availed
directly to Participating Municipalities as well as publicly via the DBSA website.
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